NAME OF PERSON

Adrian French

NATIONALITY

British

HOME LOCATION

Nuneaton, Warwickshire

POSITION

Senior Projects Manager

QUALIFICATIONS

PRINCE2 Practitioner
Complete Project Management
Leadership Skills (1)
Estimating
Basic Value Management Awareness
APM Introductory Certificate in Project Management
Project Safety Management
Active Risk Management
Basic Safety Risk Management

KEY EXPERIENCE

Adrian is a committed, enthusiastic and pro-active individual who exhibits a ‘can do’
attitude within a team environment and is always willing to help others to achieve their
goals. Adrian has over 35 years’ experience in the railway industry in both the public and
private sector, and during his career he has undertaken a variety of roles across various
disciplines, gaining significant experience in many different facets of the business. These
include roles in frontline operations, operations safety risk management and latterly
project management.
Adrian is determined and thorough in his approach to dealing with issues and works well
on his own initiative taking personal responsibility for delivering his objectives. Adrian is
also an effective and articulate communicator, experienced at presenting to both peers
and senior colleagues alike, with the ability to deliver information clearly and concisely to
all levels of the business both written and verbally.
Adrian is a certified PRINCE2 practitioner and an experienced and proficient user of the
Microsoft Office suite as well as Adobe Acrobat and ORACLE Projects. He also has a
basic understanding of Primavera P3e.

EXPERIENCE
August 2015 to date

Senior Projects Manager, Kilborn Consulting Limited

Adrian joined the team at Kilborn at the end of August 2015, with the same remit to provide his experience in
delivering the company’s project portfolio as with his previous company. In addition to assuming various duties on
legacy projects, Adrian has successfully overseen two Exeter-based projects: the project to provide a new station at
Marsh Barton, as well as the GRIP 3 signalling works for Great Western Railway’s upgrade and extension works to
Exeter Old’s View Depot. Additionally he has managed the signalling element of a project to increase capacity at St.
Erth station in Cornwall. Currently Adrian is responsible, amongst other things, for Depot projects at Scarborough,
Norwich and Feltham, and, in addition Adrian is, as with his previous company, playing a key role in the bidding
process for new works.

July 2013 to March 2015

Projects Manager, Chase Meadow Signalling

As Projects Manager Adrian had overall responsibility for the delivery of the company’s project portfolio to time, cost
and quality. Adrian successfully closed out key projects such as Purley Platform Extension, Lymington Level Crossing
and Ardwick Traincare Depot as well as being at an advanced stage of delivery of both the WCML Power Supply
Upgrade and the LNE Power Distribution Renewals projects at the time of the company’s demise.
Additionally, Adrian was involved in the bidding process for new work from receipt of the initial RFP to formal tender.

April 2009 to May 2012

Project Management Assistant, Network Rail

Supporting the Project Manager and the wider project team in the delivery of the Portfolio, Adrian was responsible for
closing out a number of projects as a result of changes in personnel within the department or which had, for one
reason or another, ‘stalled’. Adrian also liaised with team members to provide assistance with their projects lending
his greater experience in certain areas to assist in achieving an end result. Additionally Adrian provided back-up to
the team in achieving and maintaining compliance with Company standards and processes.
Another of Adrian’s key responsibilities in this role was the monthly collation and dissemination to the Business
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Improvement function of possession overrun risk evaluation data for the area as a result of the well-publicised failings
at Rugby and Liverpool Street during the 2007/8 Christmas period.

November 2005 to April 2009

Scheme Project Manager, Network Rail

Reporting to the Project Manager for Evergreen 2, a £70m enhancement of the Chiltern line between Bicester and
London Marylebone, Adrian was principally responsible for proactively monitoring the flow of design submissions
from the contractor against the agreed programme. This involved attending weekly progress meetings as well as
maintaining regular dialogue and establishing good working relationships with the contractor. This enabled optimal
use of Network Rail’s internal engineering resource and also, through recording programme slippage, established a
strong contractual stance against any claims from the contractor.
Subsequently Adrian was engaged in the early stages of the Wrexham Train Care Depot scheme to provide staff
accommodation and train maintenance and stabling facilities for the Wrexham Shropshire and Marylebone Railway
Company (WSMR). Adrian liaised closely with the end user, WSMR, to establish a definitive requirements
specification in line with the available funding from the client, the Welsh Assembly Government. He was also
responsible for managing minor Outside Party schemes within the 2007/08 portfolio and managing the option
selection and single option development stages of a scheme to provide an additional signalled route out of Platform 3
at Shrewsbury station.
During his time in this role Adrian gained a broad understanding of the many different facets of project management,
including multi-disciplinary engineering design (submission/review/approval), contracting strategy,
invitation to tender/tender review, commercial management, risk management, possession planning, ROGS (Railway
and Other Guided Systems) regulations, and CDM regulations.

January 2003 to November 2005

Operations Risk Manager, Network Rail

Specifically with regard to the reduction and mitigation of instances of signals passed at ‘Danger’ (SPAD), Adrian was
responsible for undertaking operational risk assessments of signals in line with Group and Company standards. This
involved the collation of train flow data in respect of both type and frequency, as well as location data, and the
subsequent judgement of risk level. For those signals identified as being at high risk, Adrian led and facilitated
Detailed Assessment workshops involving both train operators and Network Rail to identify and propose suitable
control measures to reduce the level of risk. He also attended Signal Overrun Risk Assessment meetings on specific
projects to give professional guidance on the signal risk process and maintained a register of all category A SPAD
events to ensure that accurate information was given to the Safety Manager.
December 1997 to January 2003

Senior Production Supervisor, Railtrack/Network Rail

Adrian was responsible for responding to operational incidents ranging from equipment failure and trespass and
vandalism to more serious incidents such as derailments and fatalities, to ensure a safe and speedy return to normal
working. Such events would, on occasion, involve taking the lead for Network Rail and liaising closely with other
agencies e.g. Train Operating Companies and British Transport Police. Adrian’s duties also included a wide range of
activities such as infrastructure safety checks, monitoring of contractor activities and worksites on the operational
railway, implementation of emergency operating procedures as a result of failure or mishap, and the proactive and
reactive monitoring of signallers’ performance against set rules, regulations and procedures. Other duties included
managing signal box rosters ‘out of hours’, which often required working to extremely tight deadlines, with limited
resource, to ensure continuous manning.

September 1980 to December 1997

Signaller (various grades), British Rail/Railtrack

Extensive signalling experience over a period of 17 years, working both manual and power signal boxes.

Languages
English (Mother Tongue)

Spoken
Yes

Written
Yes
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Reading
Yes

